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Abstract
We demonstrate how dispersive atom number measurements during evaporative cooling can be
used for enhanced determination of the parameter dependence of the transition to a Bose–
Einstein condensate (BEC). In this way shot-to-shot fluctuations in initial conditions are detected
and the information extracted per experimental realization is increased. We furthermore calibrate
in situ images from dispersive probing of a BEC with corresponding absorption images in time-
of-flight. This allows for the determination of the transition point in a single experimental
realization by applying multiple dispersive measurements. Finally, we explore the continuous
probing of several consecutive phase transition crossings using the periodic addition of a focused
‘dimple’ potential.

Keywords: Bose–Einstein condensates, Faraday effect, phase transitions, quantum simulation,
ultracold quantum gases, phase diagrams, dispersive probing

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

Quantum effects have become increasingly important in the
development of modern technologies and have led to the need
for accurate quantum simulation [1, 2]. Various approaches,
including cold atoms [3–5] and ions [6], superconducting
circuits [7], and photons [8] are used to perform such simu-
lations. In particular, many quantum simulators aim to pin
down the boundaries between discrete phases of many-body
systems, such as Ising spin transition points [4, 6] or magnetic
phases [5], with the highest possible accuracy. Current
simulations focus on providing tight experimental bounds for
benchmarking theoretical models, such as finite temperature
bosonic superfluids in optical lattices [9].

In this article we investigate the potential for using dis-
persive probing of ultracold atom clouds in two distinct toy-
model settings to enhance future quantum simulations. First,
we demonstrate that benchmark probes of thermal clouds

during forced evaporative cooling can be used to enhance the
accuracy in determining the critical point, at which the
transition to a Bose–Einstein condensate (BEC) occurs. Sec-
ond, we investigate multiple, in situ probing of BECs during
evaporation as a means of single-shot mapping of a phase
transition.

Since the pioneering work on dispersive probing
[10, 11], it has been employed to investigate the relative
repulsion of BECs and thermal clouds [12] and to monitor the
formation of a BEC [13, 14] as well as the appearance and
dynamics of solitons [15, 16]. In-sequence benchmark mea-
surements of cold atomic clouds have recently been applied as
a tool to moderately reduce classical fluctuations in atom
number [17]. Using active feedback, atom number stabiliza-
tion of cold clouds to the 10−3 level was demonstrated in
[18]. However, to date no experiments have explored
benchmark-measurement-enhanced evaluation of the BEC
atom number. Efficient suppression of classical fluctuations
could enable the settlement of long-standing theoretical dis-
putes concerning the nature of fundamental fluctuations
arising at the BEC phase transition [19].
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In recent years, theoretical studies on dispersive light–
matter interaction based quantum non-demolition (QND)
measurements have demonstrated these as a useful tool for the
detection and control of quantum many-body systems.
Quantum-noise-limited probing and feedback may enable the
line-width reduction of atom lasers [20], the stabilization of
BECs against spontaneous emission [21], and to squeeze and
entangle Bogoliubov excitations [22]. If extended to optical
lattices, it may allow for QND detection of quantum phase
transitions [23, 24] as well as Schrödinger cat state generation
[25, 26] and arbitrary quantum state engineering using tun-
neling [25] and pinned [27] atoms. To realize its full potential,
however, careful studies of the fundamental information-dis-
turbance trade-off [14, 28–31] associated with dispersive
imaging are required.

This article is structured as follows: in section 1, we show
that minimally destructive measurements of the atom number
early in the experimental sequence can be used to predict the
BEC atom number. Based on the results of these dispersive
measurements of the intermediate phase-space density (PSD)
we group the BEC data and demonstrate a clear shift in the
BEC transition versus initial conditions. We use this addi-
tional information for a high-resolution investigation of the
transition point in our toy-model. The purpose of this
investigation is not to obtain parameters of this well-studied
transition at high precision but rather to demonstrate a novel
methodology to increase the available information per
experimental run. This methodology may also find applica-
tions for fluctuating magnetic fields in the determination of
magnetic order phase transitions in Ising spin chains [4],
impurity doping concentrations for the quantum simulation of
the doped Hubbard Hamiltonian [32, 33], or the chemical
potential in the realization of both Bose- and Fermi–Hubbard
models. Recently, post-selection of data conditioned on in-
sequence in situ measurements of magnetic field values was
used to enhance Rabi oscillation contrast [34].

In section 2 of this article, we perform a detailed com-
parison of images obtained by dispersively probing BECs
in situ and equivalent absorption images after a time-of-flight.
This allows for the observation of the phase transition in a
single experimental realization using multiple dispersive
probe pulses as well as the quantification of the deterministic
shift of the critical point due to probe induced heating.
Finally, we take first steps to dispersively probe several
consecutive phase transitions using the periodic addition of a
focused dimple potential in a single experimental realization.

1. Faraday imaging as dispersive benchmark probe

Our experimental setup is shown in figure 1(a). Atoms are
prepared in the F m2, 2F= = ñ∣ state of 87Rb and loaded into
a crossed dipole trap consisting of two orthogonal, focused
1064 nm laser beams with waists of 70 μm. Forced evapora-
tive cooling is performed by lowering the power in each beam
in a sequence of linear ramps from an initial evaporation
power of 5.5W to final values between 900 and 600 mW,
where partially condensed clouds with condensed fractions

N N0 » 0–0.6 and total atom numbers N≈(2.1–0.8) × 106

are produced.
Non-destructive, dispersive measurements of the cloud

are recorded using dark field Faraday imaging (DFFI). An
introduction to this method as well as a comparison with other
non-destructive imaging techniques is given in [29]. In brief,
the Faraday effect leads to a rotation of the incoming linear
light polarization proportional to the column density of an
atomic cloud. To implement DFFI, probing light blue detuned
by Δ= 1.5 GHz from the F F2 3= ñ  ¢ = ñ∣ ∣ transition
propagates along the same axis as one of the dipole trap
beams. Intensities of 10 mW cm−2 are used, corresponding to
around 400 photons μm–2 μs–1. A small bias magnetic field of
around 1 G along the light propagation direction preserves the
atomic sample’s spin polarization. By inserting a polarizing
beam splitter cube with a suppression factor of 3 10 4´ - in
the imaging path, only the rotated component of the light is
imaged onto an electron multiplying charge coupled device
(EMCCD) camera with an effective spatial resolution of
3–4 μm. In each realization of the experiment, a DFFI pulse
of 20 μs duration probes the thermal cloud at a trapping
power P 1.1 Wo = 4 (see figure 1(b)) and thus realizes a dis-
persive benchmark (DB) measurement. The total atom num-
ber and temperature is extracted from this in situ image:
typical values are around 3 10 atoms6´ at 1 μK giving a
reference phase-space density PSDo ≈ 0.25. The influence of

Figure 1. (a)Experimental setup showing the crossed dipole trap
(red) at a wavelength of 1064 nm and the imaging lens. Detuned
light (blue) is used to dispersively probe the BEC. A dimple
potential (orange arrow) at a wavelength of 912 nm allows for
repeated phase transition crossings. The probing light and the
trapping light are separated by dichroic mirrors. A polarizing beam
splitter (not depicted) filters the rotated component of the probing
light. (b)Evaporation scheme showing the evaporation power as a
function of time. Illustrated are the dispersive benchmark pulse at
evaporation power Po (yellow line) and the probing around the phase
transition (red lines) realized either with destructive absorption
imaging or with multiple dispersive probe pulses. The inset
schematically shows the toy-model critical curve describing the
power, Pc, at which the transition to a BEC occurs as a function of
the phase-space density, PSDo, measured dispersively at Po. The
arrows illustrate the paths of individual experimental realizations for
different PSDo.

4 Different values of Po have been investigated. The chosen one allows for
the most precise determination of PSDo, while the influence of the light pulse
on the atom cloud is minimal.
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this pulse is at the 1% level in terms of heating and even
lower in terms of atom losses. Although higher precision
probing can be realized by increasing the probing intensity
[18], this minimally destructive probing was chosen to allow
for the exploration of the maximal possible range of con-
densate fractions.

Thus, a reference PSD is known for each run of the
experiment before the phase transition occurs. Assuming that
the subsequent evaporation efficiency is deterministic, the
critical dipole trap power, Pc, at which the phase transition is
crossed can be predicted. A high PSDo will lead to efficient
evaporation and thereby a phase transition at high optical
power. If PSDo is reduced, Pc reduces until a BEC is no
longer obtained below a certain PSDo. The dependence of Pc

on PSDo defines a critical curve illustrated in the inset of
figure 1(b). In the following we use this example to demon-
strate the benefits of dispersive probing for the determination
of phase diagrams in the presence of environmentally induced
fluctuations of e.g. laser beam intensity.

We first quantify the predictive power of our DB method
by analyzing fully destructive absorption images acquired at
nine different final powers during the last evaporation stage
across the BEC transition between 900 and 600 mW. At each
point, the variance of the absorption measurements, y

2s , is

compared to the reduced variance, y,red
2s , given the knowl-

edge of the benchmarking probe. The correlation of the peak
rotation angle of a DB pulse (defined as the polarization
rotation at the position of the cloud’s highest column density)
and the total atom number inferred from absorption imaging
is shown in figure 2(a). We define the noise reduction factor
(NRF) for a general measured quantity y(x) as the ratio

between the original and reduced variances:
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where y x¯ ( ) is determined by simple linear regression. Hence,
stronger correlations result in higher values of NRF.

The associated NRFs are shown in figure 2(b). Slightly
before the transition point, we obtain a reduction in variance
by a factor of 16 indicating a strong correlation between
the two variables. After the transition point, however, the
reduction decreases significantly and ends at roughly 2 for the
data points at the lowest final evaporation power, 600 mW.
This drastic drop in predictability is attributed to a combi-
nation of small classical fluctuations, such as trap bottom
instabilities, and quantum noise arising due to the stochastic
nature of the condensation formation [35]. The drop demon-
strates that single benchmark measurements cannot give
detailed information on the stochastic dynamics in the region
around the BEC transition. Nonetheless, the simplicity of this
technique, makes it a powerful tool and it can still be used to
enhance the precision in determination of the critical point.

The predictive power of our DB method is utilized by
binning different experimental runs in which PSDo is
approximately equal. To limit the systematic error due to
inaccurate analysis of absorption images at small condensate
fraction, we experimentally define the critical power, Pc, as
the point at which the BEC fraction reaches 10% for the
remainder of this article. Pc in each bin is then determined by
fitting the condensate fraction with the heuristically motivated
function

N N P P1 exp , 30 a b g b= - - -( ) [ ( ( ))] ( )

where P denotes the final evaporation power and α, β and γ

are fitting parameters. For illustration, we first apply this
procedure to two groups of data points (see figure 3). As
expected, a clear systematic shift between the two groups is
observed.

In a more systematic analysis we examine how much
information about the shape of the critical curve can be
extracted. The data is divided into 21 bins corresponding to
21 different mean values of PSDo. For each bin the following
analysis is performed: full data sets of BEC fractions as a
function of evaporation power are selected randomly and fit
with the growth function (equation (3)). This is repeated until
all available data of the bin under investigation are used. Out
of the obtained set of fit results, the mean value and the
standard error of Pc are extracted. The result, as a function of
PSDo, is displayed in figure 4 (blue data points). The DB
method makes use of the classical fluctuations of PSDo to
explore an extended regime of the critical curve in a single
measurement series. Conventionally, such critical curves are
investigated by manually choosing different settings of the
control variable for each measurement series. The fact that the
control variable is normally only known up to the classical
fluctuations means that significantly more data has to be

Figure 2. (a) Correlation between the peak rotation angle from
dispersive benchmark probing and the total atom number from
absorption imaging for various final trap depths (from top to bottom:
higher to lower final evaporation power). The solid black lines are
linear fits to the data. (b)The extracted NRFs are shown for the
different final evaporation powers. The solid black line serves as a
guide to the eye.
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acquired in order to resolve the critical curve with a quality
comparable to the one achieved using the DB method.

In addition, the conventional data averaging method
usually involves implicit assumptions of the shape of the
curve to be investigated. In general, if there is no a priori
knowledge of the shape of the critical curve or the distribution
of the fluctuations of the control variable, a conservative
estimate would have to employ the standard deviation for
extracting uncertainties. Conventionally, the fluctuations are
assumed to explore a linear part of the critical curve and all
the data is represented by the standard error as is done for the
orange point in figure 4. The figure inset demonstrates that the
precision of our method is comparable while simultaneously
yielding information about the shape of the curve. Moreover,
if fluctuations were significant enough to explore a slightly
quadratic part of the curve, the combined standard error
analysis would lead to inaccurate and misleading error bounds
(see also appendix). We emphasize the relative simplicity of
the technique, which can easily be implemented in existing
setups as a post-selection tool or to study the stochastisticity
of quantum phase transition dynamics in general.

2. Dispersive probing of the BEC transition

Having established dispersive probing as a useful benchmark
tool, we now investigate the use of individual and multiple
DFFI pulses to interrogate the BEC transition directly. So far,
dispersive measurements have been used to realize squeezing
of cold but uncondensed atomic clouds using photo detectors
[36–39]. Observation of the build up of long-range order was
previously used to monitor BEC formation through cavity-
enhanced single atom detection [40]. However, these
approaches provide only limited spatial information about
the atomic cloud. Spatially resolved, quantum-noise-limited
probing would be essential to create squeezed and entangled
states of Bogoliubov excitations within a BEC [22].

One of the ultimate goals is accurate probing of the trans-
ition at the quantum limit. This may enable access to quantum
fluctuations in two cases: first, the characterization of the sto-
chastic onset time of the spontaneous symmetry breaking pro-
cess at condensation similar to the stochastic initial appearance
of pair creation in a spinor condensate at mF=0 [41]. Second,
the observation of condensate fluctuations for a gas with a
defined total atom number [19]. Classical fluctuations have so
far prevented the observation of such quantum fluctuations [13].

Although initial efforts to understand the spatial two-
component structure of the partially condensed clouds have
been undertaken [12], diffraction effects, the full numerical
multi-mode modelling of interaction effects, finite photon
number effects in the detection, and classical heating effects
of the probe itself are still not fully understood. In the fol-
lowing we investigate the latter two.

This section is structured as follows: in section 2.1, we
describe the fitting procedure for extracting the BEC atom
number from in situ DFFI images. Low photon flux leads to a

Figure 3. BEC growth curves from absorption imaging data for two
different data groups of PSDo. The solid lines are fits with a
heuristically growth motivated function (equation (3)), where the
black circles mark the critical power, Pc (see text for details). The
error bars represent one standard deviation. The inset shows the
histogram of PSDo measured at 1.1 W. The spread in PSDo originates
from atom number and temperature fluctuations in the experiment.
The red and yellow shaded areas depict the two selected data groups
for the respective growth curves.

Figure 4. Experimental determination of the critical curve. Each blue
point is obtained from four individual evaporation series. The
horizontal and vertical error bars correspond to the standard error of
PSDo and Pc in each bin, respectively. The solid blue curve is a
quadratic fit to the data, where the shaded area indicates the 1σ
confidence bounds. The yellow point is the result of evaluating the
whole dataset without binning. The inset (PSDo = 0.256–0.26,
Pc= 750.4–753.3 mW) highlights the area around the point
representing the whole dataset.
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systematic shift in the obtained BEC fractions which we
confirm using simulated density profiles presented in
section 2.2. Section 2.3 demonstrates how classical heating
induced by the probe itself influences the critical point.
Finally, we show progress towards the first attempt of mon-
itoring multiple, conservative crossings of the BEC transition
probed in a single experimental realization using DFFI pulses.

2.1. Density model and fitting technique

For the quantitative analysis of in situ images, the influence of
the mean-field interaction between atoms on the cloud’s
density profile has to be taken into account. This is in contrast
to well understood time-of-flight absorption imaging where
atomic densities are low and interactions are negligible. The
exact shape of in-trap clouds is a matter of current invest-
igation and model dependent [12].

Here, we employ the semi-ideal model [12, 42–44]
which, instead of taking the complete influence of mean-field
interactions on the condensed and thermal part into account in
a self-consistent way, only includes the effect of the con-
densed part on the thermal part and leads to a modified
effective trapping potential for the thermal part

V V gnr r r2 , 4eff ext 0= +( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

with Vext being the external trapping potential, n0 the density

distribution of the condensed part and g a

m

4 2= p the coupling
constant. Here, a is the s-wave scattering length and m the
atomic mass.

In the Thomas–Fermi approximation, the condensed and
thermal cloud’s density distributions are then given by

n
g

Vr r
1

and 50 extm= -( ) ( ( )) ( )

n g er
1

, 6V r
th

T
3 3 2
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l
= b m-( ) ( ) ( )( ( ))

where λT is the thermal de Broglie wavelength and the Bose
function g3/2(z) generally defined as g z z lp l

l p
1= å =

¥( ) .
Usually, the chemical potential μ and the number of condensed
atoms N0 have to be determined self-consistently. We circum-
vent this by applying a further simplification and expanding the
condensed fraction into a series depending on the reduced
chemical potential

k TB
m = m¯ [42]. Truncation after the first non-

trivial order and solving for the condensate fraction yields
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where η is a dimensionless scaling parameter given by
k T
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0h = m =

and Tc the critical temperature for the onset of condensation for

a non-interacting, ideal gas k TB c
N

3

1 3

1 3

= w
z

¯
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, with the Riemann

zeta function ζ.
Thus, for a cloud with atom number N at temperature T,

one can calculate the expected condensate fraction and the
density distributions for thermal and condensed parts.

To extract information about atom number, temperature
and BEC fraction from the dispersively probed in situ cloud,

each image is first converted from EMCCD counts into
rotation angles [29]. The resulting image is azimuthally
averaged around the point with the highest rotation angle (see
figure 5)5. This radial profile is then compared to multiple
profiles obtained for realizations of the semi-ideal model with
atom clouds of different N and T and a given trap geometry.
The profile with the minimal sum of squared, normalized
residuals χ2 is found and thus the best fitting pair of N and T
is obtained. The obtained peak densities are within 20% of
those extracted from absorption images.

A problem arises for clouds which are just above the
condensation threshold, since there is a range of temperatures
at which a BEC is predicted for a non-interacting gas, but not
according to the semi-ideal model. In order to close this gap,
we linearly interpolate the density distributions between the
cases of a small interacting BEC and a non-interacting ther-
mal cloud.

Figure 5. Azimuthal averaging and fitting with the semi-ideal model.
The raw image (shown in the inset) is azimuthally averaged around
the center of the cloud (blue data points, error bars depict the
standard deviation obtained in the averaging process). The averaged
data is compared to results of the semi-ideal model and the best
agreement is found. The red dashed line and shaded area shows the
thermal atom distribution, nth, of the best fitting realization; the black
dashed line and blue shaded area indicate the corresponding sum of
thermal and condensed atom distribution n nth 0+ . Negative angles
arise due to imperfect background subtraction.

5 The noise within each pixel leads to high frequency modulation on top of
the signal, which under conditions of low signal-to-noise ratio makes the
center position impossible to determine precisely. As a consequence,
sometimes the maximum count is observed away from the central pixel as
illustrated in figure 5. A slightly misplaced central value would lead to a
minor broadening of the distribution which however is a small effect with
respect to others in the imaging procedure.
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The 1σ confidence bounds on N and T are found by
identifying the points at which χ2 takes the value 1min

2c +
[45]. Using this method, the statistical errors for the con-
densate fraction based on a single fit are on the level of 1%.

2.2. Accuracy of DFFI images close to the BEC threshold

To examine the effect of Faraday probing, a single dispersive
pulse of varying duration is applied for a range of potential
depths across the BEC transition. BEC fractions from the
fitted profiles are then compared to those measured for the
same potential with absorption imaging. This analysis,
depicted in figure 6(a), shows a systematic shift towards
higher BEC fractions in the in situ images.

To understand the origin of this trend the effect of finite
photon numbers on the determination of BEC fractions is
modelled. For a given photon flux and cloud profile, sample
images, which include the Poissonian statistics of the imaging
light, are generated and the fitting procedure described pre-
viously is applied. The mean and standard deviation of the
BEC fraction are extracted from the images for different
photon fluxes. The results, shown in figure 6(b), demonstrate
a clear, systematic shift consistent with observations. This
effect persists for all the three simulated condensate fractions.
The range of photon fluxes used in the experiment (shaded
area) indicates that agreement between in situ and absorption
imaging cannot be expected for higher condensate fractions.
This effect is attributed to a low signal-to-noise ratio in the

thermal wings of the cloud such that parts are below the
detection limit. Therefore, the clouds appear to have higher
condensate fractions.

2.3. Probing dependent shift of the critical power Pc

Building upon the understanding of the individual in situ
images, we repeatedly probe the sample during evaporation in
a single experimental realization. Here we address an
important question: the modification of the phase transition
due to the heating caused by the probing. This is important for
future studies due to the intrinsic trade-off between destruc-
tivity and signal to noise in dispersive probing.

During the final stages of the evaporation process up to six
light pulses are taken at 220 ms intervals for various pulse
durations. After the final pulse in the sequence an absorption
image is taken and the condensed fraction extracted. The
results of this in situ probing of the condensation process using
three different probe durations are shown in figure 7(a)6. A
clear shift of the BEC transition point towards lower dipole
powers and thus shallower traps is observed for increasing
pulse durations due to heating. This shift is confirmed inde-
pendently by the absorption images taken at the end of the
sequence. As in section 1, we use the same heuristically
motivated function to extract the critical power Pc where 10%
condensate fraction is reached. A linear fit to Pc as a function
of the pulse duration is depicted as the red curve in
figure 7(a). The observed heating rates due to the dispersive
probing are somewhat higher than simple theoretical esti-
mates suggest, which we attribute both to classical variations
in probing conditions and to multiple scattering events due to
the high spatial density. Our results reinforce the need to
consider heating effects arising due to the quantum nature of
the light–matter interaction in future studies [14, 31].

2.4. Multiple crossing of the phase transition

Finally, we take first steps towards the single-realization
mapping of an entire phase diagram by combining repeated
conservative crossings of a phase transition with continuous
dispersive probing. In particular, periodic addition of a focused
‘dimple’ potential [46] allows for the repeated crossing
between thermal cloud and BEC. Studies to date have only
employed this effect in combination with individual, destruc-
tive absorption images: BEC production was characterized
[47–49] and in one pioneering experiment multiple crossings
explored [50].

Our experiment is conducted as outlined in section 1, but
the evaporation is stopped before condensation is reached. At
this point, the cloud serves as a reservoir in which a 912 nm
wavelength laser beam focused to a waist of 7 μm produces
an additional potential. This potential is sinusoidally cycled
from a depth of 0 to 1.12 μK at a rate of 10 Hz to repeatedly
produce a BEC in the dimple potential. We first characterize
the cloud evolution with absorption imaging. Maximum BEC
atom numbers of around 1.5 105´ atoms, 10% of the total

Figure 6. (a) Single Faraday probing of the BEC transition for
different imaging pulse durations (colored symbols) compared to
results of conventional absorption imaging (black squares). The error
bars depict one standard deviation, whereas the coloured solid lines
are fits with the growth function of equation (3). The systematic
overestimation of BEC fractions obtained in DFFI is visible.
(b)Simulation of the influence of shot noise on the fit results in
DFFI as a function of mean number of detected photons. For the
modelling, realistic pairs of total atom number N and temperature T
were chosen corresponding to three different BEC fractions (from
top to bottom 0.50N

N
0 = , 0.35 and 0.23). The lines are guides to the

eyes. A clear systematic shift of the BEC fraction is observed for
photon numbers below 103. The shaded area indicates the photon
numbers used in our experiments.

6 The results of the dispersive probing presented in the following were not
corrected for the observed systematic shift due to low photon flux.
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atom number, are initially measured while after 30cycles
condensed clouds of 2 104´ atoms are still distinguishable
from the thermal reservoir, see the blue dots in figure 7(b).

The condensation dynamics in the dimple involves three
components of the sample: the thermal cloud in the reservoir,
and the BEC and thermal components in the dimple. Due to
our limited imaging resolution we cannot distinguish between
the latter two. However, treating the dimple as a small per-
turbation, we can use the atom numbers within the dimple
volume, the reservoir temperatures and the time-varying
trapping frequencies of the cycling dimple potential to esti-
mate critical dimple depths at which the BEC transition is
observed.

Absorption imaging data is used to extract the evolution
of the reservoir temperature and the total atom number over
the 30 dimple cycles. In situ dispersive Faraday probing,
shows that up to 50% of the atoms concentrate in the volume
defined by the dimple, when it is at its deepest value. This
allows us to calculate the critical depth for each combination
of atom number and reservoir temperature. When interactions
are included, equation (7) can be used to estimate a critical
dimple depth corresponding to the threshold at which the
BEC transition is crossed. Thus, a BEC phase diagram for
dimple depth as a function of the total atom number can be
generated (see figure 7(c)). The data from the dimple cycle
measurements can be sorted into two groups on this phase
diagram, according to the presence or lack of a BEC. We find
that even this simple model can predict the presence/absence
of a BEC reasonably well during the first 20 cycles. The
inaccuracy in the measurement of the reservoir temperature
and non-adiabatic dimple loading dynamics reduce the
effectiveness of the model to make predictions for the final
cycles.

Subsequently, dispersive probing of multiple BEC phase
transitions is performed by introducing a varying number of
weak Faraday pulses within each dimple cycle at different

pulse durations. In figure 7(b) red squares indicate the peak
rotation angle obtained in each probing pulse. The non-zero
signal in the absence of the dimple is caused by the back-
ground polarization rotation of the reservoir. The data clearly
demonstrate our ability to track the loading into the dimple
over two realizations of the BEC production7. As before, we
study the destructivity of the probing by interrupting the
probing at various points and determining the number of
condensed atoms using absorption imaging. For a single weak
probe pulse applied repeatedly at maximum dimple depth at
least ten dimple cycles can be monitored whereas only a few
transitions can be monitored when seven pulses per cycle are
applied. This means that both correlation measurements
between and high-resolution monitoring of several BEC
phase transitions in a single experimental realization should
be feasible.

3. Conclusion

In summary, we have demonstrated the predictive power of
non-destructively probing a cold cloud before it crosses the
BEC phase transition. This provides enhanced information
about the nonlinear dependence of a phase transition on a
control parameter. Importantly, we demonstrate that in the
presence of classical shot-to-shot fluctuations using conven-
tional methods of averaging repeated measurements the pre-
cision determining a critical point does not necessarily
increase with additional repetitions unlike our method. We
envision similar techniques to be applicable for any quantum
many-body phase transition in which classical fluctuations
play a role. In addition, we have demonstrated repeated

Figure 7. (a) Single-realization probing of the BEC formation: for each of the three pulse durations eight repetitions are shown. The red line,
derived from absorption images, indicates the critical power Pc (thickness corresponds to 1σconfidence bounds). (b) BEC atom numbers
measured via absorption imaging (blue circles) as the dimple trap depth was cycled. Red squares show the peak rotation angle from multiple
dispersive images of 2 μs duration during the first two cycles; error bars correspond to one standard deviation over several repetitions. The
solid line is a guide to the eye. (c) Phase diagram of the atoms in the dimple potential. Above the black line a BEC should be observed (blue
part of the sinusoidally cycling curve), while below one expects only thermal atoms (orange part). The blue dots indicate absorption
measurements containing a BEC, while the orange squares indicate purely thermal clouds.

7 At present, imaging resolution does not allow us to distinguish BEC and
thermal parts in the dimple, however experimental reconstruction is currently
underway to allow for this in the near future. This improvement should assist
the observation of single-realization mapping of full phase diagrams.
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probing of both one and several phase transitions in a single
experimental realization. This constitutes an important first
step towards the single-realization mapping of full phase
diagrams (see footnote 7), as well as the investigation of
stochastic effects, such as increased fluctuations at the phase
transition [35] and possible non-Markovian dynamics [51] for
multiple crossings.
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Appendix

The DB method allows for a detailed investigation of the
linearity of the critical curve in the observed regime. The solid
blue line in figure 4 of the main text is a quadratic fit to the
data and provides an upper bound for the curvature8. Based
on the confidence bounds of the fit (1σ, shaded areas), we
obtain the standard error on the estimated Pc. Comparing the
confidence bounds of the quadratic fit with the result of
averaging all the data (orange point in the inset of figure 4),
both methods give similar uncertainties at this particular
point. Therefore the DB method provides an increase in the
obtained information on the critical curve without a notice-
able decrease in precision and is therefore especially useful
for the sensitivity-enhancement of general quantum simula-
tion experiments.

The formal statistical agreement between the error mar-
gins for averaging over the whole data set and the confidence
bounds of the fit is a reflection of the small contribution of the
quadratic dependence of the critical curve within the range of
PSDo values. While this component is relatively small in the
case of the BEC transition, in other systems with greater
nonlinear dependencies on the control variables or in case of
more extensive data averaging the precision would not
improve with averaging of more data samples as may be
conventionally assumed. This effect can be understood based
on the following argument, which is valid for any measure-
ment with a noisy control parameter: assuming a control
parameter x that is fluctuating around its mean by some
amount x¢, each realization of an experimental outcome fol-
lowing some function f (x) will be measured at slightly dif-
ferent values x x x= á ñ  ¢. The mean measurement result
f f xmeas = á ñ( ) will simply be the convolution of the true
response function with the distribution of the control variable.
In the case of a normally distributed fluctuating control
variable with variance x

2s and assuming that the fluctuations

are sufficiently small such that f (x) can be approximated by
its Taylor expansion to second order, one finds the introduced
systematic shift, f f x f x xmeas

1

2
2s= + ( ) ( ) .

A more general calculation leads to the same result even
for non-Gaussian distributions of control values9. Since we
assume a quadratic fit to our measured data the offset to the
‘true’ result can easily be found. The whole curve is shifted
by f1 2 xmeas

2sD = -  . In the case of averaging all data this
shift is 0.25 mWD = , while the individual binned data
points have a negligible shift of 5.1 Wm for the whole curve.
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